
Millennium welcomes panel and paper submissions for its annual conference 
which will take place at the London School of Economics on 17th - 19th  

October 2014. The conference offers a setting for dialogue among academics about 
methods and methodologies in International Relations today. Millennium aims both 
to further the discussion of contemporary practices of argumentation and inference 
in IR and to explore future directions for research. The interdisciplinary nature of  
international relations scholarship and the expansion of empirical work have opened 
the way to methodological innovation. Building on its tradition of critical inquiry,  
Millennium is uniquely positioned to host such a debate on the role and direc-
tion of methods and methodology in IR. The editorial team welcomes papers and  
panels with methodological and substantial content, grounded in different ontological 
traditions.

We encourage the submission of substantive panels consisting of papers that 
employ different research methods to investigate the same research topic. 

Contributions employing or discussing the use of mixed methods are especially 
welcome. We aim to go beyond the methodological divide between quantitative 
and qualitative research and particularly encourage the submission of papers 
and panels that present methodological innovations, such as new types of data 
and means of measurement, original comparative approaches to new social and  
political phenomena, and cross-disciplinary arguments that make a new contribution  
to the study of international relations.

The submission deadline for panel and paper proposals is  
Wednesday, July 2nd 2014. Submission information available at:

http://millenniumjournal.org/annual-conference/

For further information on the conference topic and programme,  
please contact the Editors at: millennium@lse.ac.uk.
For logistical questions please contact the  
Conference Team at: millennium.conference@lse.ac.uk.
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